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For as long as there have been laws, there have been those who break them. Across the

ages, a wide variety of methods have been used to get people to conform to the rules. Despite all

of the time, effort, and money invested in eradicating crime, it persists. In some places crime is

infrequent and a nuisance at most, in others it runs rampant and disrupts daily life.

Crime is not something that can be beaten, or even fought. Crime is not an object, it is a

culture. Criminals often have grown up in broken homes in substandard neighbourhoods,

attended underfunded schools, and have simply taken the path of least resistance. Modern

policing is not sufficient in preventing crime because it fights criminals. The most effective and

sustainable way to prevent crime is through local, community-based organizations.

An example of such an organization is a neighbourhood watch. A watch involves people

in protecting their own communities by creating a system of local vigilance. The simple process

of posting a sign and keeping a few denizens on patrol works; the United States Department of
Justice states that citizenpolicing programs correspond to a "significant reduction in crime."

Sometimes, a few concemed laymen can do more to prevent crime than the largest, most

well-funded police or sheriffs department can.

Ironically, one of the most effective ways to prevent crime may be to help criminals.

While recidivism rates remain alarmingly high, aiding released offenders in finding work and

housing may be the key to preventing crimes. One study suggests that those who were employed

after being released from prison were much less likely to return to prison within a year. If
community organizations were to focus on training and finding work for former offenders, rather

than trying to keep them out of their neighbourhoods, crime rates would decrease. A similar

study found that released offenders who received safe, affordable housing were over 55% less

likely to offend again.

Community action to prevent crime comes in many shapes and sizes. It can be a

block-wide clean up effort. It can be organized recreation programs designed to keep children

and teens out of trouble and away from gangs. It can be mentorship programs to give troubled

youth positive and responsible role models. Each of these plans target crime, not criminals, in the

early stages.

Once again, crime itself is not something that can be fought effectively. No matter how many

police offîcers walk the beat, no matter how many people are arrested and prosecuted, crime will
persist until it is disrupted at the source. Our society chooses -- wrongly -- to fight against

criminals, against people. Crime is the symptom of a something much more dangerous; it is the

result of a culture and a community that undervalues the people in it. When focus is put on

dividing people, on removing convicts from our neighbourhoods and disregarding empathy,

crime will increase. But when communities reach out to those at the bottom, when they offer



support while remaining vigilant, crime can begin to decrease. Only when communities take the

initiative to reclaim themselves will crime be effectively prevented.


